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Worksheet: near field and far field radiation
Objectives:
In this session, you will
1. Observe and analyze the far field radiation characteristics of an antenna
2. Observe the near-field radiation characteristics of an antenna
3. Observe and analyze the reactive near field
Step 1: open the project that you created before.
Step 2: go to the simulation tab, mesh settings and set the mesh resolution to the mid-point (level 5) by
moving the slider. Then hit OK.

Step 3: go to the simulation tab -> validate. If everything looks good, you will see green check marks in
front of all model aspects.
Step 4: go to the simulations tab -> analyze all. This will take a few minutes to complete. Once
completed there will be a message at the Message center saying ‘normal completion of simulation’.
Step 5: Right click on Radiation in the project manager pane ->insert far field set up-> infinite sphere.
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Step 6: in the next pop-up window leave the default settings and hit OK.
Step 7: Now go to results tab -> far field reports -> Mag/Ang/polar plot.

Step 8: in the next pop-up window, select theta for the primary sweep, and select the radiated electric
field (rE), rE Theta and magnitude (mag) from the three columns respectively. Then hit new report.

Step 9: your results should look similar to the following image. Save this image since you have to upload
this to Brightspace. The plot shows the theta directed electric field w.r.t theta. There are multiple plots
for each phi, but here all graphs overlap on each other.
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Step 10: Now change the primary sweep to phi, on the report generating pop-up window. In addition,
select rE, rEPhi and mag from the three columns. Then hit new report.

Step 11: your results will be as follows, and make sure to save this image to upload to Brightspace. The
plot shows the phi directed electric field w.r.t phi. There are multiple plots for each theta, and here they
don’t overlap on each other.

Step 12: now go to the results tab, model solution data report ->2D
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Step 13: in the report parameter pop-up window, make sure the primary sweep is frequency and select
S parameter, S(1,1) mag. Note: S(1,1) shows the reflection coefficient. Then hit new report.

Step 14: the image below shows the reflection coefficient as a function of frequency. Ideally we need
zero reflection. The frequency, at which the minimum reflection coefficient is observed, is said to be the
matching frequency. The maximum transmission power is observed at this frequency.

Step 15: when setting up the analysis solution you set the solution frequency to be 75MHz. However,
the matched frequency is slightly less than that. Comment on why this phenomenon is observed.
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Step 16: now let’s observe the near field characteristics. For this, right click on radiation -> insert near
field set up-> sphere.

Step 17: set the radius of the sphere to be 1m and hit OK. This shows the radiative near-field.
Step 18: then go to results->near field reports->3D polar. from the parameter selection pop-up window,
select Near Poynting, near Poynting total, abs from the three columns. Then hit new report.

Step 19: this shows the radiative near field. Your results will look as follows.
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Step 20: in order to get a 2D plot of the radiative near field, go to the results tab -> near field reports ->
2D

Step 21: from the parameter selection pop-up window, set the primary sweep to theta, and select nearE
(near field E) ->near E theta -> mag. Then hit new repot.

Step 22: the near field electric field radiative electric field with respect to theta will look like the figure
below. According to the figure, the near field radiative field is at its highest along the conductor. Here
again, the graphs from each phi overlap on each other.
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Step 23: save the above image of the radiative near field and submit to Brightspace.
Step 24: now, lets observe the radiative near field in the phi direction. For that, go to the results tab ->
near field reports -> 2D
Step 25: for the parameter selection window, set the primary sweep to phi, and select near E, near E phi
and mag from the three columns. Then hit new report.

Step 26: the results will be as follows. Here, the graphs from each theta do not overlap on each other.
Save this image to upload to Brightspace.

Step 27: Now, lets observe the reactive near field. For that, go to the project manage pane, and right
click on radiation ->insert near field set up ->sphere.
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Step 28: in the next pop-up window, set the radius to 0.1 m and hit OK.
Step 29: then go to results->near field reports->3D polar.

Step 30: from the new report parameter selection window, select near Poynting, near Poynting total and
abs from the three columns.

Step 31: the figure you obtain will be as follows. Note that this figure is similar to the Poynting power
you obtained for the radiative near field in step 19 above, but the values are different.
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